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House Of Representatives Standing committee On Infrastructure And
Communications

Inquiry into IT Pricing

I am visually impaired and cannot read print. To overcome this disability I
have used a computer fitted with a screen reading program that gives me
complete independence to use a computer in the same way as a sighted person.
This program is called ‘JAWS’ (Job Access with Speech) and is produced and
distributed by Freedom scientific in America.

This program is quite expensive and is subject to regular updates. A new
version is produced about every 9-12 months. It is important to keep up to date
with this software to gain advantage of improvements and fixes. To keep costs
down I purchase a ‘Software Maintenance Agreement’(SMA) which cost me in
December 2011 $205 which gives me two upgrades. There are two options to
purchase an SMA, To date I have arranged purchase through Vision Australia
as I have been a client since 1965. The other option is to deal direct with the
Australian agent, Quantum Technologies in Sydney.

My complaint is very simple. If I lived in America the cost would be
considerably less. In America the cost of an SMA was in December last year
$120, I paid to Vision Australia $205. Given that at the time the Australian
dollar was about parity with the American dollar I find the price difference
hard to accept. I wrote to Vision Australia earlier this year about this matter
and they pointed the finger of blame at Quantum Technologies and Freedom
Scientific.

Another issue is that if a JAWS user does not renew a SMA prior to the 31st

December prior to the next upgrade an additional fee is imposed. In America it
was in December 2011 $60, in Australia the additional fee was about $100. I
have attached a copy of the American SMA renewal form downloaded from the
Freedom Scientific web site last December.

I have not had any recent experience with other screen reading programs to
know if a price difference also applies to other screen reading products.

I look forward with interest to the outcome of this enquiry.

Regards,
Barry Napthine
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